Raffle for a $250 Amazon Gift Card

1. Credit the work of one or more Stanford SoM Service Centers in your paper. Also acknowledge the NIH S10 Shared Instrumentation Grant that funded the instrument (if applicable).

2. After the manuscript is accepted for publication, forward me the weblink at bkoch@stanford.edu

3. In early 2019 there will be a drawing that includes all eligible papers published in 2018. The prize will be a $250 Amazon Gift Card.

4. Details
   • One entry per publication.
   • For each publication, the author who emails me will be the eligible author.
   • If more than one author emails me, the author closest to the beginning of the author list will be eligible.
   • If we find the paper via another route (e.g. through a Service Center), then the first Stanford-affiliated author will be eligible.